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BACKGROUND - Development of a Spatial Framework for
Integrated Catchment Management - MARCE project
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Quantifying the relationships between hydrology, geomorphology, water quality and fluvial biota is a
major challenge. On of the main problems is the lack of properly designed databases…(among others!)

MARCE main Objectives:
•Key biophysical relationships that account for the greatest variability in river ecosystems
•Ecological consequences of human impacts on river ecosystems

BACKGROUND - Recent theoretical development on river ecology
and management give importance to hydrogeomorphic features

One of the major challenges in river ecology and management nowadays is identifying river reaches where
hydrological and geomorphological characteristics are equivalent and maintained by similar river processes.
Existing river channel classifications that aim to group river channels with similar characteristics are a‐priori
classifications based on expert rule criteria (e.g. Rosgen, 1996; Montgomery & Buffington, 1997)...
•How well do these channel types correspond with
channel structure and composition?
•Are those channel types maintained by the same
river processes?
•What about transitional river channels between
two forms?

OBJECTIVES

River channel structure and composition (determined by channel unit
sequences) is an emergent property of river channels that originates as a
result of the interaction between hydrological and geomorphological
factors.
This study aims to:
1. Determine patterns in river reach structure and composition by
looking at channel unit sequences
2. Determine the main factors contributing to the variability of river
reach structure and composition
3. Classify river reaches in a whole river network according to their
structure and composition

METHODS – River reach data collection
We recorded channel unit
sequences for 500m river reaches

4 teams of surveyors were trained
during May 2010 to distinguish 10
types of channel units (adapting
Hawkins et al., 1993).
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The survey was carried out from July to September. A total of
576 sites were surveyed within the MARCE domain. Only 196
sites were retained for subsequent analysis based on lack of
morphological changes within the reach (HMS score < 200).

METHODS – Reach structure and predictors
Response variables
River channel structure and composition was determined by calculating:
•Number of channel units / surveyed length (1 variable)
•Channel unit number of types / surveyed length (1 variable)
•Number of each type of channel unit / surveyed length (7 variables)
•Relative proportion of each channel unit (7 variables)

Predictor variables
Catchment, river network, reach and side characteristics were
obtained using specific written software developed by the Earth
Systems Institute (Lee Benda and Daniel Miller, California, USA).
Hydrological characteristics were modelled from catchment
variables using Random forest models (predicted capacity, r2 > 0,7;
Barquín et al. in Prep. ).

METHODS – Statistical analysis
Patterns on river channel structure and composition were identify by Principal
Component Analysis (PCA). We selected the most important Principal components by
using the random stick method.
Then we used random forest analysis to fit standardised PCA scores from the selected
principal components to our predictor variables as indicated below…
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METHODS – Statistical analysis

The performance of the classification was measured using classification strength (CS; Van
Sickle 1997) and by calculating the coefficient of determination (r2) for each level after an
analysis of variance (ANOVA) . The ANOVA was performed using channel classes at each
level of the classification as a factor to distinguish densities of channel units (Number of
channel units / surveyed length ).

The statistical significance of CS and r2 statistics was evaluated. When the test data are the
same as those used to define the classification, estimating p‐values is inappropriate.
Therefore, we concentrated on the differences in the “predictive performance” of the
classification for new cases (i.e. the ability of the classifications to group river reaches not
used in fitting the model into distinctive classes). We did that using a five‐fold cross
validation procedure (Hastie et al. 2001).

All analyses were performed in R (R Development Core Team 2004) using existing packages
and purpose written functions.

RESULTS – Objective 1: River reach structure patterns
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RESULTS – Objective 2: Main factors determining river reach
structure patterns
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RESULTS – Objective 2: Main factors determining river reach
structure patterns
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RESULTS – Objective 2: Main factors determining river reach
structure patterns
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RESULTS – Objective 2: Main factors determining river reach
structure patterns
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RESULTS – Objective 3: River reach classification
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RESULTS – Objective 3: River reach classification
The variability of channel unit density explained by channel classes at each level of the
classification was generally low. The largest r2 was 0,4 for the density of channel units at
between 5 to 10.

RESULTS – Objective 3: River reach classification
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At the 5th level of the classification river
reach structure and composition changed
gradually between types. The two extremes
of the classification are represented by type
1 and 5…

Conclusions
1.‐ Patterns on river channel structure and composition were caused by changes on channel
unit density and on differences between the dominance of Pool‐Cascades and Step‐Runs,
Rapids and Riffle‐Glides and Riffles and Glides.
2.‐ Main factors explaining patterns on river channel structure were valley width, magnitude
and frequency of floods, average river side slope, forest and agricultural catchment area and
average catchment slope.
3.‐ River channel types based on river channel structure and composition differ from
previous river channel classifications as it is more difficult to distinguish a clear dominance
of any channel unit within each class. On the contrary, the obtained river channel types
reflect a gradient on channel structure and composition and could potentially be used for
testing hypotheses on the effects that human impacts may have on river channel structure
and composition.

Thanks a lot for your attention!!

